Welcome!!!
On April 24 - 1 Day

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

- I saw to PAL airport that it is very big place in PAL airport.

- That is very nice place enter.

- I saw that is the people have work very strict in PAL airport.

- I saw very beautiful and nice in enter airport.

- I saw other some service for airport but some service was help to Deaf for drink water.
What is feel?

- I felt little panic because it was my first time to ride an airplane.
- I felt very tired because of very far to airplane where park of airplane.
- I was not comfort in airplane because my body was hard but i still patient but sometime little comfort.
- I was very enjoyed to saw small islands.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

⭐️ I think prepare for presentation about Deaf Education.

⭐️ I hope to do good presentation and clear sign show.

⭐️ I hope be strong cooperation for our work in PEN INTERNATIONAL.

⭐️ I hope we will be more strong for presentation and filipino dancer.
Hands mean what is suggest?

I suggest we will improve how to right way for PEN INTERNATIONAL.

Experience of April 24

I experience about my life of USA PEN. I felt very coward to airplane in PAL Airport Manila to San Francisco Airport. So I felt very not comfort in airplane because that is why hard sleeping in airplane and move as disturb. From Philippines leave until San Francisco 24 hours. Arrive in San Francisco at 7 evening then again ride on airplane to ATLANTA at 8 pm then ATLANTA exact 8 pm leave to Rochester, New York arrive at 10 am. I felt very very full. I felt very enjoyed talk with my friend hearing of NTID.
On April 25 - 2 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

⭐ I saw that its is nice place in Rochester, New York.
⭐ I saw very clear place.
⭐ I felt fresh air good smell.
⭐ I saw different white skinned and black skinned people.
Heart mean what is feel?

🌟 I felt very very cold as ice.

🌟 I felt very enjoyed to introduce from Hearing and Deaf of NTID my name.

🌟 I cannot sleep because different time for Philippines and i was curious see place in Rochester.

🌟 I talked to Deaf of NTID one woman talked with me about NEWS and History in Rochester.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

- Before discuss about presentation become successful.
- I think be ready my mind and practice sign for presentation must good FSL and Action.
- Always review reading about Deaf Education.
Experience of April 25

We are here already in Rochester, NEW York. We are very cold as ice. We are planning go to room # 309. We just rest on the bed. Very nice room. I just view many forest fresh air good smell.
On April 26 - 3 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

🌟 Nice and old house of George Eastman but old man true own made created of his KODAK photographer.

🌟 I looked at very old things of owner George Eastman house.

🌟 Big place of Rochester Museum and Science Center.

🌟 I looked other children and adult have make for Science different part.

🌟 I admired Strasenburgh Planetarium show as movie about how to make for the earth bright or dark.

🌟 I looked very cold in Rochester High Falls Area.
Heart mean what is feel?

⭐ I felt very curious about KODAK owner George Eastman because i am taking course of MMA so i want more learn how to be professional photographer for KODAK.

⭐ I felt very beautiful in High Falls Area compare heavy water falls same seem deaf is very heavy his/her responsible for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL.

⭐ I felt very curious with different parts of SCIENCE and unique made many things created by Science.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream how to more improve for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL so we will be strong show to students from CSB how to improve our self.

Hands mean what is suggest?

I suggest better we will be more creative how to photograph and Science because the students of CSB must be more intelligent with any creation.

I suggest better the students will not waste for talking our time so must balance talking and work.
Experience of April 26

I wake-up very early then i am going take a bath. I felt very cold in C.R. so i made fix for warm bath water then we went down for breakfast then Tony guided us for trip in ROCHESTER. We very enjoyed trip but i want more learn and profit about background of Rochester, Eastman House, High Falls Area and Rochester Science and Star Planet about moon and stars. Then we went to mall for dinner very early at 5 pm because different USA culture early eat. Then we just relaxed then we went back to hotel at 7:30 pm. I felt very early sleep at night.
On April 27 - 4 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

I saw to the deaf people most old attended to church but few Deaf people young.

I saw the church true owner for the Deaf use Church but the priest can sign for use Deaf.

I saw very nice church it is very big church.

I saw very most beautiful in Niagara Falls that is very cold and strong noise falls water.
I felt very nice talk with Deaf old people in church.

I felt very satisfy talk with Deaf old people about History Church.

I felt very cold in ship Niagara Falls than Baguio City because of very very cold.

I felt saw seem clear water falls compare Deaf need improve more clear how to right our work.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream saw to water falls seem clean and clear so the Deaf students need improve how to prepare clean and clear in SDEAS.

I dream the students must attend to church so that the Deaf students will have owner Deaf use church better.

Hands mean what is suggest?

I suggest we must be strong cooperation never break for our work.

I suggest we must good for our work for Deaf of SDEAS will successful.
Experience of April 27

i wake-up very early at 5 am then i watched television the i ate for breakfast. We just waited for driver’s man. Mary Lamb and Minron were guided for trip in different place in church of the Deaf, Fatma and Niagara Falls because that is very beautiful place and most famous in Niagara Falls. We ate in Hard Rock Cafe. I felt very full eat because it is very big food veggie and cheeseburger. We are going back to hotel. We were slept in bus because we are very tried to trip different place. Continue trip to back to hotel in Rochester and add i saw already Canada near Niagara Falls USA. I looked many city in Canada. Then we are going to their room because we need very early sleeping and add i looked to church many old deaf people but Deaf few young. I around to old deaf priest Patrick and priest Ray.
On April 28 - 5 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

🌟 I saw to NTID is very big place.

🌟 I saw the many Deaf of Asian few American people.

🌟 I saw the teacher was good taught to Deaf students any course.

🌟 I saw the Deaf is good feedback to the teacher in NTID.
Heart mean what is feel?

- I felt very shock the Deaf can good feedback and communication with teacher.
- I felt very curious asked to the students have their experience about course.
- I felt very shock because Deaf is very serious focus study and work in NTID.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream better we will be more strong encourage to Deaf of SDEAS how to improve our work.

I dream better deaf must more strong cooperation in SDEAS never break because we need strong cooperation as match fit.

Hands mean what is suggest?

I suggest we always discuss how to solve for SDEAS organization.

I suggest we always helpful to the Deaf students will more improve have good together deaf.
Experience of April 28

I wake-up very early then i watched television movie because self my eyes wake-up so i wrote about my journal of PEN INTERNATIOANL what do. We ate for breakfast. It is very delicious. Then we just rest in Lobby Hotel. Wait for other Deaf students down lobby hotel. We went to walked to NTID. I saw many different class in NTID. I saw wow that is very high technology board. Who was guided for trip in NTID by Jim Decaro, Director. And Zheng Chen “Tony” was very good video and photographer. Minoru was good photographer. We were visited many class about have make eyeglass, iron make, high computer technology, science, have Deaf dorm near NTID school. Then we were shared about NTID and CSB so we suggested about change life CSB how to solve our problem in CSB.
Students said message:
Note:
>Many different computer technology.

>Deaf is few talkative not over time and not waste time. Deaf is focus their working that is culture but Deaf is over time talkative in Philippines that is culture that is only compare.

➢ Must change life so we will share to students CSB about experience Rochester, New York. We will be teaching to students of SDEAS how to change new life and most how to show attitude to other people.

➢ Must work hands than boast office as lazy not work hard better than comfort.

➢ We will be try better how to change life and more analyze their heart about change life and more concern how to solve problem our school in SDEAS. Then we discuss finish we went up to 3rd floor. We just concern how to planning for become successful of the future.
On April 29 - 6 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

★ I saw very big in RIT.

★ I saw many sports complete in RIT can be use Deaf and Hearing.

★ I saw most Deaf and Hearing have a any book.
Heart mean what is feel?

I felt very curious asked to guide for speaker about NTID have question so i want learn about it.

I felt very admired many sports complete in RIT.

Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream we will prepare how to control sports.

I dream we will prepare for sports complete how to separate different of player sports

I dream who one intelligent use Deaf must professional for sports will teach to Deaf students in SDEAS.
Hands mean what is suggest?

I suggest other deaf students must good sports and must cooperation it is very important.

I suggest other Deaf students must good value special show to other Deaf or Hearing people not fight or V.S. to other people.
Experience of April 29

We are walking to NTID at 8:30 am. We are trip (walking) to RIT. I looked it is very beautiful different room place class in RIT have there sports room, technology computer room, photographer room, digital room, shopping RIT. We ate for lunch in crossroad at 12nn. We were talkative continue until 1 pm. We are continue trip in RIT this afternoon until stop at 4 pm. We are going back to hotel then we are going to Rochester for baseball at 5:30 pm to 8:00 pm. We were very enjoyed in baseball but there is very very cold than Baguio City. I looked some faculty and students were very cold so they have cover blanket and gloves. We are going back to hotel at night. We have meeting about suggest how to solve problem.
On April 30 - 7 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

🌟 Nice talk with Deaf Asian

🌟 Deaf Asian is good guide for class. We saw deaf Asian can good feedback about any course.

🌟 Deaf was good right answer for question.

🌟 Nice computer and teacher was good encourage how to English to use Deaf must practice in how to grammar English.
Heart mean what is feel?

I felt very curious saw other Deaf students can good talk and good question.

I felt better change my mind good learn must more improve self life.

I felt better must encourage who students misunderstand must help how to good subjects.

Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream Deaf need improve study and work well better.

I dream Deaf need strong work for organization different in SDEAS.
I suggest Deaf need important improvements for work and study in SDEAS.

I suggest Deaf need good work for our organization in SDEAS.
Experience of April 30

We are going to NTID at 8:30 am. Who guided for trip in NTID and RIT by Johnny Kim and some students only few. We are watching and learning for class in English, Computer HTML and Science. I looked wow from NTID students are very intelligent have feedback and some students can understand in English and Reading. I surprised can do good grammar from Deaf student so some students not understand in Computer html but the teacher encourage patient to students. Then we are going to RIT for lunch at 12 to 2 pm. We are continue trip in RIT. Then we are going to Jillians at evening. We were very enjoyed in Jillians because there have many playing in billiard, games, play many different games. We are going back to hotel at 9 night. We are early sleeping at 11 night.
On May 1 - 8 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

- Formal lunch in NTID
- I saw from CSB students were filipino dress.
- I saw other Deaf Asian and American and Hearing people watched to my group have presentation about Deaf Education, Deaf FSL and Deaf Culture.
- I saw they were curious question about have Deaf funny culture.
- I saw they curious and watched to us for filipino dancer.
I felt very little coward for presentation because many people.

I felt very strong and good sign show good action show to other people.

I felt very proud because we were good dancer filipino.

I felt very enjoyed many Deaf Asian and Americain good talkative about NEWS.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

🌟 I dream other people will help for improve work.

🌟 I dream we will learn from NTID then we will encourage to students of SDEAS.

Hands mean what is suggest?

🌟 IT IS OKAY!!!
Experience of May 1

i experience about presentation of Deaf education so i can strong good sign and more action show to people. I felt little panic because change clothes for filipino dancer. I looked my groups are good our presentation. I looked other people of NTID little sad and sometime curious because i think guess maybe they felt pity to Deaf people in Philippines. So i felt very satisfy my presentation. Other people told me that my groups are very good our presentation so i felt proud my groups. Then we are going to back to hotel because were put to hotel of room for their clothes and things the we are going back to NTID because we need saw to many Deaf students in NTID. We were enjoyed many friendly from ASIAN. Then are good communication to my group.
On May 2 - 9 Days

Eyes mean what is see in situation?

I saw many old house in Genese Country Museum.

I saw many unique old things.

I saw many different part of house small and big.
I felt very admired old house and things in Genese Country Museum.

I felt very enjoyed around any place.

I felt very admired to place because very beautiful place is very big garden.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream i wish better deaf own make any things unique.

I dream i wish better Deaf students will good make unique things are professional need improve so that advantage.

Hands mean what is suggest?

I suggest better Deaf students more learn unique make own Deaf make things.

I suggest better deaf must never copy from the hearing people own make creation but don’t be copy so can independence use Deaf can own make unique things.
Experience of May 2

I experience in trip. I felt very enjoyed in trip many old houses and old things. I want curious many unique old houses and things. But i felt very cold so i got gloves and jacket thick. More trip continue then we are going for lunch near restaurants. We just ate many food. We just rest then we are continue trip then we are going to Mall. We need any buy things and chocolates. We missed to students from NTID because we leave Rochester.
On May 3 - 10 Days

Eyes mean what is seen in situation?

I saw nice very big in New York Rochester airport.

I saw many baggage but others of my group each opened their baggage.
I felt very sad because we leave be ready back to Philippines.

I felt very miss to NTID but i still remember to NTID.

I felt thank you very much to JIM and other members of NTID because they always keep to us.

I felt cried because from NTID is good encourage to us many opportunity.
Dream mean what is prepare for our work PEN INTERNATIONAL?

I dream we will be back here in Manila so we will be more strong prepare for our work in SDEAS how to become successful.

I dream we will more encourage to Deaf students how to solve their work for organization.

I dream my groups will be more improve and development their mind how to right way for planning of organization.

Hands mean what is suggest?

IT IS OKAY!
Experience of May 3

I experience in Rochester airport. I felt relax and just rest my body so i miss to my room in hotel then we are going ready to airport with JIM and Mary Lamb and etc... With us. My groups and faculty are check their baggage. But Joy Cristal is going to Washington D.C. then we just ate for lunch the have evaluate for NTID. I miss to all members from NTID because all member of NTID always helpful and keep to us so i felt cried because my heart is touched to NTID. I hope all members and students must remember to us about situation last April 24 to May 2. i tell thank you very much to all members and students in NTID. THE END!!!
Thank You Very Much!
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